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ABSTRACT
Mutation analysis is a powerful technique that seeds faults, called

mutants, into a program to determine a test suite’s sensitivity to

changes in the subject under test. However it suffers from scalability

problems. One of the barriers to mutation analysis’ adoption in

practice is the equivalent mutant problem. Equivalent mutants are

seeded faults that differ syntactically from the original program but

are semantically equivalent.

The presence of equivalent mutants introduces a source of error

in common metrics used to measure test suite sensitivity. Further-

more, triaging and addressing non-obvious equivalent mutants

wastes developer time adding to the burden of implementing mu-

tation testing. Therefore, equivalent mutant detection has been

an active area of research. One promising direction is the use of

compiler techniques to rewrite equivalent mutants and the original

program to syntactically-equivalent programs, making equivalence

trivial to detect.

This approach suffers from two challenges. The first challenge

is that rewrite rules can produce exponentially many syntactic

variants of a program, and thus it is possible that two programs

that can in theory be rewritten to the same form under a rewrite

system end up in different forms. The second challenge is that the

order in which rewrite rules are applied matters: two equivalent

programsmay be rewritten in an order such that their equivalence is

never witnessed. This is a variant of the well-known phase ordering
problem.

To address these issues, we propose to use the E-graph data

structure to track all equivalent variations of a program and its

mutants simultaneously. We implement Cornelius, a prototype of

this idea, and evaluate it on simple Java expressions. We compare

Cornelius’ performance with Trivial Compiler Equivalence (TCE)

using the Soot optimization framework, as well as with Medusa,

which uses an SMT solver and symbolic execution to detect equiv-

alent mutants. We find Cornelius discovers more equivalent and

redundant mutants than TCE on our dataset, in less time than both

TCE and Medusa.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Suppose you wanted to prove that two programs were equivalent—

howwould you do it? One way would be to prove that they produce

the same output for all possible inputs. Depending on the program

this is possible, and may even be automated. In general, however,

this can be expensive at best, and is often intractable.

Another method to prove program equivalence is to apply se-

quence semantics-preserving syntactic rewrites to the two pro-

grams and compare the resulting programs for syntactic equality.

Since the rewrites are semantics-preserving, any rewritten pro-

grams that become syntactically identical under these rewrites

must have begun as semantically equivalent programs. Optimizing

compilers perform such rewrites to generate better
1
versions of the

same program.

The problem of detecting equivalent programs arises inmutation
analysis, a test suite analysis technique that seeds faults, ormutants,
in a program to determine if a test suite can detect them. A mutant

is detected if a test that passes on the original program fails on the

mutant, and we say that the mutant is killed by the test.

Some mutants are semantically equivalent to the original pro-

gram and cannot be killed by any test, even in theory—these mu-

tants are called equivalent mutants. Other mutants may be semanti-

cally distinct from the original program, but semantically equivalent

to another mutant—these are called redundant mutants. We want

to detect equivalent and redundant mutants to improve mutation

analysis’s accuracy and efficiency.

Prior work [12] suggests that simply looking at the output of

optimizing compilers might be sufficient to detect some equivalent

mutants. This approach has two problems:

• First, rewrite rules often produce many syntactic variants of

a program, and it is possible that two equivalent programs

are optimized into different syntactic forms and their equiv-

alence is never witnessed, even though the rewrite system

is powerful enough to witness program equivalence.

• Second, an optimizing compiler must choose which rewrite

rule to apply at a given point in time. This choice may pre-

clude other rewrites from being triggered, causing some

program variants to never be discovered; this is known as

the phase ordering problem[15].

When comparing programs we would like to simultaneously

compare all of their syntactic variants that are reachable via a

rewrite system, andwewould like to do so efficiently. Oneway to do

this is to use an E-graph, a union-find data structure originally used
by constraint solvers to solve problems in the theory of equality

and uninterpreted functions[4].

1
a better program may be more efficient, have less assembly code, have fewer method

calls, have fewer memory accesses, etc
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When a rewrite rule is applied, the E-graph stores not only the

newest program, but also the original program, employing space-

saving tactics to make this efficient. Using E-graphs to aid with

program rewrites has been explored by Tate et al in the context of

optimizing compilers[13]. We discuss E-graphs and rewrite systems

further in Section 3.

In Section 4 we introduce Cornelius, a tool employing E-graphs

and rewrite systems to detect equivalent and redundant mutants

in Java expressions. Cornelius presently only works on total Java

expressions over integers and booleans, and it is future work to

generalize the technique.

In section 5 we measure Cornelius’ ability to detect equivalent

and redundant mutants against other tools for the same purpose.

We also examine Cornelius’ time performance in comparison to

these tools.

We present the results of our evaluation in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND ON MUTATION ANALYSIS
Mutation analysis has been demonstrated to be a valuable tool in

determining the effectiveness of a given test suite to detect real

world faults [5].

Mutation analysis is a fault-based technique where syntactic

changes are made to a program. These syntactic changes result in

new programs called mutants. Mutants are proxies for real world

faults, and a test suite’s ability to identify, or kill, the generated
mutants is used as an approximation for its ability to identify real

world bugs. Different forms of mutation testing kill differently. We

focus on strong mutation testing where a test kills a mutant when

the original program passes the test and the mutant fails the test.

Each mutant is a proxy for a bug, and each mutant killed by

our test suite is a proxy for our test suite catching a bug. This is

measured with the mutation kill ratio which is defined as the ratio

between the number of mutants killed and the number of mutants

generated. If all mutants are killed the mutation kill ratio is 1; if no

mutants are killed, the mutation kill ratio is 0.

While prior work suggests that mutation detection correlates

with real fault detection [5], computing the mutation kill ratio

is expensive. One reason is that many equivalent and redundant

mutants are generated. An equivalent mutant is a mutant that is

semantically equivalent to original program. If an equivalent mu-

tant is used in the analysis, the test suite will be run on the mutant

in an attempt to kill it, even though this is impossible. This wastes

CPU cycles. Further, a developer may try to write a test to kill the

mutant, only to discover that it is equivalent. This wastes developer

cycles. Finally, if equivalence is never discovered, it will count as a

living mutant and count against the test suite’s efficacy at detecting

mutants, skewing analysis results.

Other mutants may be semantically distinct from the original

program, but semantically equivalent to another mutant—these are

called redundant mutants. Unlike equivalent mutants, redundant

mutants can be killed, but killing them gives us no new information

since they are equivalent to anothermutant, and killing themwastes

CPU cycles. What’s more, killing a mutant kills all other mutants

equivalent to it, and killing a set of redundant mutants can skew

analysis results.

Thus we want to detect equivalent and redundant mutants to

improve mutation analysis’s accuracy and efficiency. While detect-

ing equivalent or redundant mutants is undecidable [2], there are

many cases of equivalence that can be caught statically.

3 REWRITE SYSTEMS AND E-GRAPHS
3.1 Rewrite Systems
A rewrite system consists of a language 𝐿 and a set of rewrite rules

𝑅. A rewrite rule 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 comprises a pattern that can match terms in

𝐿 and an applier that transforms terms matching the pattern to a

new term in the language. Note that a rewrite doesn’t need to be

applied to an entire term, but can also be applied to a subterm. If

a term 𝑠 can be rewritten to a term 𝑡 under rewrite system 𝑅 we

write 𝑠 ⇝𝑅 𝑡 . When 𝑅 is clear from context, we write 𝑠 ⇝ 𝑡 .

For instance, consider the Sums language

Sums ::= Expr
Expr ::= var

| int-lit
| (+ Expr Expr)

with the following rewrite rules

(+ a b) ↦→ (+ b a) commutativity

(+ (+ a b) c) ↦→ (+ a (+ b c)) associativity

(+ 0 a) ↦→ a zero-identity

Consider terms 𝑡1 = (+ (+ 0 a) (+ b c)) and 𝑡2 = (+ c (+ b a)).
𝑡1 ⇝ 𝑡2:

(+ (+ 0 a) (+ b c))
⇝ (+ a (+ b c)) (zero-identity)
⇝ (+ a (+ c b)) (commutativity)
⇝ (+ (+ c b) a) (commutativity)
⇝ (+ c (+ b a)) (associativity)

However, the 𝑡2 ̸⇝ 𝑡1 since there is no rewrite rule to introduce

a zero.

3.1.1 Inducing equivalence relations. Viewing⇝ as a binary rela-

tion between terms in the language, we can construct an equiva-

lence relation↭ that respects⇝; this can be explicitly constructed

by taking the transitive, symmetric, and reflexive closure of ⇝.

Thus, 𝑡1↭ 𝑡2 even though 𝑡2 ̸⇝ 𝑡1.

Stated differently, 𝑠↭ 𝑡 precisely when there exists a sequence

of terms 𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑛 , where 𝑠 = 𝑡1 and 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑛 , such that for each

1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛, either 𝑡𝑖 ⇝ 𝑡𝑖+1 or 𝑡𝑖+1 ⇝ 𝑡𝑖 .

3.1.2 Semantics-preserving rewrite systems. Many languages have

some sort of associated semantics. For instance, a term in the Sums
can be thought of as a program that takes bindings from variables

to integer literals and produces a sum of integers. We are especially

interested in semantics-preserving rewrite systems: rewrite systems

that preserve the semantics of the language that they are rewriting.

Under our chosen semantics for Sums, the above rewrite system
is semantics-preserving since each rewrite rule is a well-known

arithmetic identity.
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For the remainder of this paper we assume that all rewrite systems
are semantics-preserving.

3.2 The Program Equivalence Relation
Programs 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are semantically equivalent, written 𝑃1 ≡ 𝑃2,

if every input produces the same output:

∀𝑥 : 𝑃1 (𝑥) = 𝑃2 (𝑥) .

For a rewrite system 𝑅, each equivalence class of the↭ relation

is a subset of an equivalence class of the ≡ relation; we say that↭
respects ≡. We have the following theorem

Theorem 3.1. Let 𝑅 be a semantics-preserving rewrite system over
language 𝐿. Then↭𝑅 respects ≡.

Proof. Let 𝑃1, 𝑃2, be programs of 𝐿, and suppose that 𝑃1↭𝑅

𝑃2. By definition of↭𝑅 there is a sequence of programs 𝑄1 =

𝑃1, . . . , 𝑄𝑁 = 𝑃2 such that for each 1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑁 either 𝑄𝑖 ⇝𝑅 𝑄𝑖+1
or 𝑄𝑖+1 ⇝𝑅 𝑄𝑖 . Since ⇝𝑅 is semantics-preserving, each 𝑄𝑖 ≡
𝑄𝑖+1, and by transitivity all 𝑄𝑖 ≡ 𝑄 𝑗 . Thus, any two elements

of an equivalence class of the↭𝑅 relation must be in the same

equivalence class of the ≡ relation, and↭𝑅 respects ≡. □

3.3 E-graphs
At its core, detecting equivalent and redundantmutantswith rewrite

systems boils down to efficiently tracking equivalence classes of

programs, a task very much suited to an E-graph. An E-graph is

a union-find data structure that efficiently computes and stores a

congruence relation of an expression tree.

Recall that in union-find, each equivalence class has a canonical
representative, a member of that class through which all compar-

isons are made. Thus, if I want to determine if elements 𝑥 and

𝑦 are equivalent, I ask the union-find structure if 𝑥 .𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

𝑦.𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 .

We motivate with an example. Consider the programs 𝑝1 =

(+ 1 𝑎) and 𝑝2 = (+ 1 𝑏), and suppose that we find out from a

rewrite that𝑎↭ 𝑏.Wewould like to conclude that 𝑝1 = (+ 1𝑎)↭
(+ 1 𝑏) = 𝑝2. A union-find structure would represent this as 𝑝1 =

(+ 1 ⟨𝑎, 𝑏⟩) and 𝑝2 = (+ 1 ⟨𝑎, 𝑏⟩), where ⟨𝑎, 𝑏⟩ is the equivalence
class containing 𝑎 and 𝑏.

While 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 appear the same to us, each + symbol began

with different children and thus were initially treated as separate

nodes by union-find. When 𝑎 and 𝑏 are merged through a rewrite,

union-find never checks their parents to see if they can be merged,

and thus 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 remain distinct: 𝑝1 .𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 ≠ 𝑝2 .𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 .

It turns out that the traditional union-find data structure is not

quite up to the task, and we need to modify it to check for possible

merges of nodes’ parents. E-graphs add this functionality.

An E-graph consists of E-classes, which are equivalence classes

of E-nodes. An E-node is similar to a node in an AST: it has a label
such as +, −, foo, etc., but rather than having other E-nodes as

children, it has E-classes as children. Additionally, different parents
can share E-classes as children, and an E-node or an E-class may

have multiple parents. For instance, the program (+ (- 1 a) (+
1 a)) will only have a single E-node for the value a, and a single

E-node for the value 1. This practice, called node sharing, reduces
space and time costs.

int max(int a, int b) {

return a > b ? a : b;

}

int max(int a, int b) {

return a < b ? a : b;

}

int max(int a, int b) {

return a >= b ? a : b;

}

int max(int a, int b) {

return a == b ? a : b;

}

Figure 1: The max function and three of its mutants

Each E-class has a canonical representative, just like in union-

find, but when two E-classes are merged, the parents of one class

are checked to see if they can be merged with any parents of the

other class.

E-nodes may be thought of as functions whose children are their

arguments (E-nodes with no children are constant functions). With

this view, E-graphs extend traditional union-find algorithms with

the congruence axiom, which states that if 𝑓 is a function and if for

all 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖 , then (𝑓 𝑎1 𝑎2 . . . 𝑎𝑛) = (𝑓 𝑏1 𝑏2 . . . 𝑏𝑛).
By detecting when two instances of a given function symbol

are applied to the equivalent arguments, an E-graph can conclude

that the instances of the function symbol themselves are equivalent.

Take, for instance, the programs (+ a (* 2 2)) and (+ a 4). The
operator +, and values a and 2 are each repeated twice. An E-graph

will store both of these programs simultaneously and efficiently by

sharing equal nodes: each instance of 𝑎 will be shared, as will each

instance of the node 2. By applying rewrite rule (* a b)⇝ 𝑎 · 𝑏,
nodes 4 and (* 2 2) are discovered to be equivalent. The E-graph

then applies the congruence axiom, inferring that the two instances

of the + operator must in turn be equivalent.

When an E-graph reaches a point where no rewrite rules an be

applied to create new equivalences we say that the E-graph has

reached equality saturation. Upon reaching equality saturation, an

E-graph represents every possible program that can be obtained

the original E-graph by the rewrite system. egg runs until either

equality saturation is reached, or until predetermined resources

are exhausted. When equality saturation is reached, or when egg
has used as much time or space as allotted to it, we can query the

E-graph to determine if two programs are in the same equivalence

class.

We propose to use E-graphs and an appropriate rewrite system

to detect equivalent and redundant mutants. By storing the original

program and its mutants in an E-graph and computing equality

saturation of the rewrite system, we expect to identify a large

portion of equivalent and redundant mutants.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
The E-graph is central to our implementation but is difficult to

implement correctly. We chose to use the egg library [16]. egg, and
thus Cornelius, is written in Rust.

Cornelius expects as input an xml file containing a list of seri-

alized subjects. Each subject consists of an original program and

a list of mutants of that program, all in a Lisp-like form, called

an egg-expression, that can easily be fed to egg. For instance, the
program max in Figure 1 and its three mutants would be encoded as
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<subject method="max(int ,int)">

<egg>(? (> a b) a b)</egg>

<mutant id="1">

<egg>(? (< a b) a b)</egg>

</mutant >

<mutant id="2">

<egg>(? (>= a b) a b)</egg>

</mutant >

<mutant id="3">

<egg>(? (== a b) a b)</egg>

</mutant >

</subject >

For each subject Cornelius creates an E-graph, parses the egg-

expressions from the subjects original program and its mutants,

and stores egg-expressions in the E-graph. Cornelius does some

bookkeeping, tracking ids assigned to each program by egg so that

it can ask about equivalence relations after running the rewrite

rules.

Currently, Cornelius supports pure and total Java expressions

on primitive int and boolean types. We refer to this fragment of

Java as expr-lang. In particular, division and remainder operators,

method calls, and impure operators such as post-increments, are

not allowed.

While this is limiting, it is a good first step towards handling

arbitrary Java code. For instance, to handle the following program:

int max(int a, int b) {

int max = a;

if (b > max) max = b;

return max;

}

Cornelius would first translate into a static single assignment (SSA)

form:

int max(int a, int b) {

int max0 = a;

max1 = 𝜙 (𝑏 >𝑚𝑎𝑥0, 𝑏,𝑚𝑎𝑥0)
return max1;

}

This can be translated into a single expression:

𝜙 (𝑏 > 𝑎,𝑏, 𝑎)

4.1 Cornelius’ Rewrite Rules
Cornelius has a large number of rewrite rules, broken into the

following categories:

• Arithmetic Rewrites commutativity and associativity of +
and *, subtraction, basic arithmetic identities, etc

– (+ x y)⇝ (+ y x)
– (* x y)⇝ (* y x)
– (+ x (+ y z))⇝ (+ (+ x y) z)
– (* x (* y z))⇝ (* (* x y) z)
– (+ 0 x)⇝ x
– (* 0 x)⇝ 0
– (+ (- x) x)⇝ 0
– (- x y)⇝ (+ x (- y))
For now we don’t include division since we need reason

about handling exceptional behavior for dividing by zero,

but this won’t be particularly difficult to implement.

• Logical Rewrites commutativity and associativity of &&
and ||, as well as simple logical rules such as

– (|| x y)⇝ (|| y x)
– (&& x y)⇝ (&& y x)
– (|| x (|| y z))⇝ (|| (|| x y) z)
– (&& x (&& y z))⇝ (&& (&& x y) z)
– (&& true x)⇝ x
– (&& false x)⇝ false)
– (|| true x)⇝ x
– (&& false x)⇝ false)

• Ordering Rewrites this section includes rules for rewriting

ordering operators, such as

– (< a b)⇝ (! (>= a b))
– (>= a b)⇝ (|| (> a b) (== a b))

• Branching Rewrites this category handles rewrites of con-
ditional expressions. For instance,

– (? true t e)⇝ t
– (? false t e)⇝ e
– (? c t e)⇝ (? (! c) e t)

• Constant Propagation this category handles constant prop-

agation rewrites

• Equality Refinement this category handles terms of the

form (? (== a b) thn els):
– (? (== a b) t e)⇝ (? (== a b) (swap a b t) e
– (? (== a b) t e)⇝ (? (== a b) (swap b a t) e

• Swap Rewrites This category of rewrite rules recursively

applies swaps to arguments of operators as well as swapping

variables where appropriate

– (swap a b a)⇝ b
– (swap a b (> l r))
⇝ (> (swap a b l) (swap a b r))

– (swap a b (+ l r))
⇝ (+ (swap a b l) (swap a b r))

– (swap a b (&& l r))
⇝ (&& (swap a b l) (swap a b r))

5 METHODOLOGIES
With Cornelius built, we pose the following research questions:

RQ1 How many equivalent and redundant mutants does Cor-

nelius detect compared to other equivalent and redundant

mutant detection tools?

RQ2 How fast does Cornelius run compared to other automated

equivalent and redundant mutant detection tools?

To evaluate these questions we collected subjects, mutated them,

and ran Cornelius on each subject and its mutants. We also ran

Medusa and Trivial Compiler Equivalence on all subjects as base-

lines. We describe these in further detail below. This section details

the design and construction of our experiment, and we have made

all materials open source
2
.

5.1 Subject collection
We evaluated Cornelius on several subjects drawn from the expr-
lang Java fragment described in Section 4. Each subject is a single

expression wrapped in the return statement of a method; there is

precisely one subject per method. The max method from Figure 1 is

one such subject. Subjects are divided among three files:

2
https://gitlab.cs.washington.edu/benku/cornelius

https://gitlab.cs.washington.edu/benku/cornelius
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(1) Expr.java contains 14 subjects. These tend to be smaller

expressions, some of which were crafted to have equivalent

or redundant mutants, and some of which were created to

explore different linguistic features of expr-lang.
(2) TriangleExpr.java adapts the classic Triangle program

to expr-lang. This subject has a single method that classifies

a triangle as equilateral, isosceles, scalene, or invalid, based

on the lengths of its sides.

(3) Misc.java consists of two methods, foo and bar. foo is a

single giant disjunction and was written with the purpose

of generating a lot of equivalent mutants. bar is similar to

foo but has some disjunctions flipped to conjunctions and

is in conjunctive normal form.

5.2 Mutant generation
We used the Major mutation framework [6] to mutate the subjects

described in 5.1.

To generate mutants we ran Major with all mutations that didn’t

produce possibly-partial expressions. In particular, we didn’t pro-

duce division or remainder operators since these can possibly pro-

duce exceptional behavior, and expr-lang consists of total programs.

This is automated and can be reproduced by running the following

from the root of the Cornelius repository:

cd subjects
JAVA_HOME=/path/to/java-8 ./mutate.sh

This produced 115 mutants for Exprs.java, 47 mutants for

TriangleExpr.java, and 202 mutants for Misc.java.

5.3 Subject Serialization
Next we serialized each subject and its mutants. Major produces a

mutants.log that summarizes each mutant generated, including

a unique numerical identifier (i.e., 1, 2, 3, . . . ) for each mutant,

and provides some meta-data such as the method that the mutant

belonged to.

We parsed mutants.log to identifywhichmutants corresponded

to which methods in each file. We used JavaParser [9] to parse each

original method and its corresponding mutants, as identified in

mutants.log, and serialized these to XML files in Cornelius’ in-

put format, as specified in Section 4. This can be automated by

executing the following command from the root of the Cornelius

repository:

cd serialization
./serialize.sh

5.4 Running Cornelius
We compiled Cornelius with optimizations and ran it using the time
utility. Cornelius’s processing time consists of the AST parsing with

JavaParser, generating E-graphs for the subjects and the process of

running rewrite rules on the E-graphs to detect equivalence classes.

The times do not include the processing times for Major to generate

mutants. From the root of the Cornelius repository, we ran:

cd cornelius
./run.sh

This builds an optimized version of Cornelius and then uses the

time utility to time an execution on each of the three programs

described in Section 5. Timing info is printed to stderr and the files
data/exprs.txt, data/misc.txt, and data/triangle-expr.txt
contain the per-subject equivalence relation discovered by Cor-

nelius.

5.5 Running Medusa
Medusa is a mutant detection framework built on top of Z3. Medusa

constrains Java bytecode by implementing portions of the JVMwith

SMT constraints. To check for program equivalence, Medusa con-

strains both programs, asserts that the inputs are equal, and asserts

that the outputs are not equal. Then it asks Z3 if this is satisfiable.

If this is satisfiable, then there must exist inputs that produce dif-

ferent outputs for the two programs, and they are not equivalent.

Otherwise, if this is unsatisfiable, the programs are equivalent since

all inputs yield to the same outputs for both programs.

We chose to use this as a benchmark for two reasons. First, it

uses a fundamentally different approach to that of TCE or Cornelius.

Second, it can be used for ground truth since it is both sound and

complete on expr-lang; that is, it will always produce the correct
output. This soundness and completeness comes from the fact that

total Java expressions on booleans and 32-bit signed integers can

be translated into the theory of fixed-width bit vectors, and Z3

implements a decision procedure for this theory.

It is possible that Medusa times out since Medusa is solving NP-

hard problems, but if such a timeout occurs than more time can

be allocated and the query can be rerun. We have not witnessed a

timeout so far.

Medusa can be downloaded, installed, and run on the subjects by

invoking ./medusa.sh from the root of the Cornelius repository.

This will print times to stderr and discovered equivalences and

redundancies to stdout. This takes several hours to run.

5.6 Running Trivial Compiler Equivalence
We chose Trivial Compiler Equivalence (TCE) as our second base-

line since this is the approach most similar to Cornelius’. The Javac

compiler is not optimizing, so after compilation we run optimiza-

tions from the Soot[14] framework on the produced bytecode.

This is automated and can be done by running tce.sh from the

root of the Cornelius repository. Since both Java compilation and

Soot are internal to TCE, both of these processes are included in the

collected times for TCE reported in Section 6. In future work we

might refactor TCE to allow for just the running of Soot to obtain

more accurate times.

5.7 Equivalent mutants, redundant mutants,
and equivalent programs

Fundamentally, each of the three equivalent and redundant muta-

tion detection techniques is approximating the program equivalence

relation ≡ presented in Section 3; in Medusa’s case, this is a perfect

approximation for expr-lang.
Importantly, there is a subtlety with how we collect and present

our data. Consider the following case. Suppose that mutants𝑚1

and𝑚2 are equivalent mutants; that is, that they are equivalent to

each other and that each is equivalent to the original program 𝑝 .

Then there are three equivalences that can be witnessed: 𝑝 ≡𝑚1,

𝑝 ≡ 𝑚2, and 𝑚1 ≡ 𝑚2. Suppose that only the third equivalence
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was witnessed by Cornelius. Ground truth says that 𝑚1 and 𝑚2

are equivalent mutants, but Cornelius reports that𝑚1 and𝑚2 are

redundant mutants. From this interpretation, not only has Cornelius

missed an equivalent mutant, but it has also falsely reported a

redundant mutant. By this measure it appears to have performed

worse than if it had never discovered that𝑚1 ≡𝑚2. TCE also suffers

from this same issue.

To address this, we instead report equivalent mutants and equiv-
alent programs. Equivalent mutants are precisely as we have been

defining them, while equivalent programs comprise all reported
equivalences of a program. In particular, equivalent mutants are a

subset of equivalent programs, as are redundant mutants.

For each tool, the reported number of equivalent mutants 𝐸𝑀 for

a subject is the size of the equivalence class of the original program

reported by that tool minus 1:

𝐸𝑀 (𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙, 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔) := |equiv-class(𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔) | − 1.

In our above example, Medusa would report that 𝑝’s equivalence

class was ⟨𝑝,𝑚1,𝑚2⟩ which has size three; thus 𝐸𝑀 (𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑎, 𝑝) = 2.

Cornelius would report that 𝑝’s equivalence class is ⟨𝑝⟩, and thus

𝐸𝑀 (𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑢𝑠, 𝑝) = 0.

Likewise, the reported equivalent programs for a subject is the
sum of |𝐶 | minus 1 over all equivalence classes𝐶 reported by a tool:

𝐸𝑃 (𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙) :=
∑

𝐶∈equiv-classes(Tool)
( |𝐶 | − 1)

6 RESULTS
6.1 Detection of Equivalent Mutants and

Equivalent Programs
As a baseline, we ran Medusa and TCE on each subject, and we

compared the 𝐸𝑀 and 𝐸𝑃 between each tool.

Figure 2: Detected equivalentmutants by each tool. Detected
equivalent mutants are split across java programs to show
the distribution of reported equivalent mutants per each
program.

Cornelius detects the majority of equivalent mutants and equiv-

alent programs. For equivalent mutants across all subjects, Medusa

Figure 3: Detected equivalent programs by each tool. De-
tected equivalent programs are split across java programs to
show the distribution of reported equivalent programs per
each program.

found 131 out of the total 364 mutants to be equivalent to the origi-

nal program, while Cornelius detected 98, yielding a recall of 74.8%

(see Table 3). For equivalent programs across all subjects, Medusa

detected 172 while Cornelius found 123, yielding a recall of 71.5%.

We briefly examine two equivalentmutants in one of Expr.java’s
subjects that Cornelius failed to detect. The originalmethod, multByTwo,
is as follows:

public int multByTwo(int a) {

return a == 2 ? 2 + a : 2 * a;

}

Cornelius failed to catch mutants 18 and 19 from Expr.java:

public int multByTwo(int a) {

return false ? 2 + a : 2 * a;

} // mutantID 18

public int multByTwo(int a) { 9

return a == 2 ? 2 * a : 2 * a;

} // mutantID 19

These equivalent mutants were missed because of the way Cor-

nelius implements equality refinement. When a conditional expres-

sion is reached, if the condition is an equality check, say a == 2,
Cornelius uses this information to help reason about the thn and

els clause. To do this, Cornelius propagates a swap rewrite rule that
switches all instances of a to 2 and all instances of 2 to a. Note that
these are done simultaneously:

(? (= a b) thn els) =>
(? (= a b) (swap a b thn) els)

These are propagated down the AST with rewrite rules such as

(swap a b (+ x y)) =>
(+ (swap a b x) (swap a b y))

(swap a b a) => b
(swap a b b) => a

This means that (+ a 2) can be rewritten to (+ 2 a), but not to
(+ 2 2), where our constant folding rewrite rules can be applied.

One possible fix is to add a rewrite rule

(swap a b c) => c
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Table 1: Detected Equivalent Mutants

Java Program Total Mutants Total Equivalent Mutants Discovered Equivalent Mutants

Exprs 115 7 5

TriangleExpr 47 0 0

Misc 202 124 93

Table 2: Detected Equivalent Programs

Java Program Total Mutants Total Equivalent Programs Discovered Equivalent Programs

Exprs 115 13 12

TriangleExpr 47 4 4

Misc 202 155 107

Table 3: Cornelius Precision and Recall

Recall Precision

Equivalent Mutants 74.8% 100%

Equivalent Programs 71.5% 100%

However, this fails because this allows the form (swap a b a) to
rewrite to both a and b. But this is a global rewrite, and the E-graph
unifies all instances of a and b which is wrong.

An alternative solution, which is only partial, is to rewrite to

constants whenever possible. This would work in the above case

but cannot generalize to cases that contains complicated equality

information between variables. Instead, we need to enrich our E-

graph expressions to include the path constraints satisfied to reach

a given location. How this can be done is an open problem, but

there has been some interest stirring in the E-graph community
3
.

As was expected, Cornelius reported no false positives (100%

precision) for detecting both equivalent mutants and equivalent

programs.

6.2 Processing times
Table 4 compares the processing time of Cornelius to the processing

times of TCE and Medusa.

As can be seen in Table 4, the processing times for Medusa and

TCE are on the order of minutes while Cornelius’s times are within

a few seconds, showing a clear advantage for Cornelius. Medusa’s

long run times are the result of two factors. First, solving SMT

queries is hard and expensive. Second, Medusa has to do pairwise

comparisons of programs, asking for each pair of programs if they

are equivalent. Cornelius does not have to do this since all programs

are stored in an E-graph, and node sharing allows for a single

rewrite rule to apply to many programs simultaneously.

While TCE is faster than Medusa, it still has to compare 𝑂 (𝑛2)
Java bytecode outputs after compiling the programs. Additionally,

it has to invoke the full Javac compiler and Soot framework on each

program, and while these step are not very expensive on their own,

they add up.

3
i.e., Max Willsey is interested.

6.3 Discussion
While initial results are very promising, we stress that we are work-

ing with a restricted set of the Java language. Additionally, the

implementation of TCE that we executed using Javac and Soot

mainly uses dataflow propagation which may not be the most effec-

tive method to catch equivalent mutants and equivalent programs

in expr-lang. An avenue of future work is to translate these expres-

sions to C and use TCE with the gcc optimizing compiler.

Even though these results don’t generalize to arbitrary mutants,

there still may be use cases to quickly detect equivalent mutants of

expressions before they are generated, and another avenue of future

work is to study how often mutated expressions are equivalent to

the original expression.

7 RELATEDWORKS
Many researchers have tried to solve the equivalent mutant problem.

Budd and Angluin showed that detecting equivalent mutants is

undecidable [2]. Researchers have tried to apply constraint solvers

to detect equivalent mutants [3, 8, 10], but these approaches have

not scaled to production code.

Baldwin and Sayward [1] first proposed using compiler opti-

mizations to detect equivalent mutants in 1979. Offutt and Craft

used dataflow analysis to rewrite mutants with the hope that equiv-

alent mutants will be rewritten to the same program [11]. They

reported finding 45% of the equivalent mutants generated, though

100 of the 114 detected equivalent mutants were generated by the

absolute value insertion operator that is not used by Major; their

technique detected 16% of the equivalent mutants generated by

other operators. The authors only worked on small programs and

did not consider combinations of techniques, looking only at a sin-

gle technique at a time. They also did not try to detect redundant

mutants.

In 2015 Papadakis et al [12] introduced trivial compiler equiva-

lence (TCE) by using the gcc optimizing compiler to detect equiva-

lent and redundant mutants in real-world C programs. This tech-

nique caught a large number of equivalent mutants generated by

the ABS, UOI, ROR, and CRCRmutation operators. While the CRCR

and ROR operators seem to produce a large proportion of useful mu-

tants, the ABS and UOI operators seem to produce a large number
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Table 4: Processing Times (seconds)

Java Program Medusa real-time TCE real-time Cornelius real-time

Exprs 280 302 1.4

TriangleExpr 370 112 0.6

Misc 8080 488 0.9

of equivalent mutants. In total they discarded over 7% of generated

mutants as equivalent and over 21% of mutants as redundant.

Kintes et al [7] followed this work by applying dataflow analy-

sis to Java mutants. Since Javac is not an optimizing compiler the

authors used the Soot framework [14] to perform dataflow oper-

ations on Java bytecode. The authors reported discarding 5.7% of

generated mutants as equivalent and 5.4% of mutants as redundant.

Again, most of the identified mutants were generated by problem-

atic mutation operators that are not used by Major.

While TCE seems like it may be promising, there is no guar-

antee that two mutants will be rewritten to the same version of

the program, despite there existing some ordering of rewrites that

could. This is known as the phase ordering problem [15], and is

a well known problem in optimizing compilers. To address the

phase ordering problem, Tate et al proposed equality saturation
[13], where different program versions are tracked simultaneously

in an E-graph. An E-graph is a data structure that efficiently com-

putes and stores congruence closures of an equivalence relation.

Tate et al produced the tool PEGGY which works on Java control

flow graphs.

8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces Cornelius, a framework that employs E-

graphs and rewrite rules to detect equivalent and redundant mu-

tants and presents a prototype that can soundly reason about mu-

tant equivalence for expr-lang, a restricted fragment of the Java

programming language.

By utilizing E-graphs, a data structure that can efficiently com-

pute and store rewrites of a program, our approach was able to

discover a greater number of equivalent mutants than TCE on

subjects in expr-lang by avoiding the phase ordering problem. Fur-

thermore, we show that our approach performs much faster on the

same set of subjects than both TCE via Soot and Medusa.

While limited in the set of expressions it can currently evaluate,

Cornelius demonstrates a promising direction for further investiga-

tion. Rewrite rules related to control flow such as branching and

loops are present in optimizing compilers now, and incorporating

these rules would allow Cornelius to expand the set of program

mutants in can efficiently analyze.

With scalable and efficient equivalent mutant detection, we hope

to reduce the burden of deploying mutation testing, paving the way

to more widespread use.
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